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ABSTRACT

In the era of life-omics, huge amounts of multi-
omics data have been generated and widely used in
biomedical research. It is challenging for biologists
with limited programming skills to obtain biological
insights from multi-omics data. Thus, a biologist-
oriented platform containing visualization functions
is needed to make complex omics data digestible.
Here, we propose an easy-to-use, interactive web
server named ExpressVis. In ExpressVis, users can
prepare datasets; perform differential expression
analysis, clustering analysis, and survival analysis;
and integrate expression data with protein–protein
interaction networks and pathway maps. These anal-
yses are organized into six modules. Users can use
each module independently or use several modules
interactively. ExpressVis displays analysis results in
interactive figures and tables, and provides compre-
hensive interactive operations in each figure and
table, between figures or tables in each module,
and among different modules. It is freely accessi-
ble at https://omicsmining.ncpsb.org.cn/ExpressVis
and does not require login. To test the performance
of ExpressVis for multi-omics studies of clinical co-
horts, we re-analyzed a published hepatocellular car-
cinoma dataset and reproduced their main findings,
suggesting that ExpressVis is convenient enough
to analyze multi-omics data. Based on its complete
analysis processes and unique interactive opera-

tions, ExpressVis provides an easy-to-use solution
for exploring multi-omics data.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In the era of multi-omics in life science, profiling
gene/protein expressions across different conditions
has become a common method to explore complex life
systems. The rapid development of high-throughput
technologies including DNA Microarray, RNA deep
sequencing (RNA-seq) (1), and mass spectrometry (2)
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has made expression profile data accessible to almost all
biomedical researchers. However, extracting biological
insights from multi-omics data in expression matrix format
remains a huge challenge owing to the high complexity of
omics data. Analyzing omics data usually involves multiple
steps, including differential expression analysis, clustering
analysis, functional enrichment analysis, and integration
with protein–protein interaction (PPI) networks and
pathway maps. These steps require both data analysis skills
and biological knowledge. One of the most popular ways
to address this challenge is to develop biologist-oriented
platforms that can enable biologists with background
knowledge to participate in analyzing and exploring
multi-omics data in an iterative exploration process (3,4).
These platforms should be biologist-friendly and contain
effective visualization functions to make complex omics
data digestible for humans (5–7).

Researchers have developed many biologist-oriented
platforms to analyze and explore expression profile data.
PANDA-view (8) is an easy-to-use, stand-alone tool to ana-
lyze and visualize -omics data based on R. However, it only
runs on Windows and requires installing a dozen R pack-
ages initially. OmicsAnalyst (9) is a powerful web-based
platform that can perform differential expression analysis,
cluster analysis and PPI network analysis for multi-omics
data, but only the PPI network is interactive. GEO2R is
a web-based tool for differential expression analysis, which
is well integrated in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database (10). However, the figures of GEO2R are not in-
teractive, and it is limited to analyzing the data in GEO.
eVITTA (11) is also a popular web-based platform specially
designed for analyzing and visualizing the RNA-seq and
microarray data in GEO, which contain differential expres-
sion analysis, clustering analysis, and enrichment analysis.
iDEP (12) is an easy-to-use web-based tool for analyzing
RNA-seq data, and it works by seamlessly implementing
dozens of R/Bioconductor packages. piNET (13) is a ver-
satile web platform for downstream analysis and visualiza-
tion of proteomics data. These existing platforms only pro-
vide parts of the whole analysis and exploration process of
multi-omics data or single omics data with limited interac-
tive functions. It is difficult to achieve a balance between
professionalism and usability. Moreover, there is an urgent
need to develop platforms that can combine the advantages
of survival analysis in clinical research and omics data visu-
alization in basic research, as more large cohort studies are
performed by omics technologies today.

Here, we propose ExpressVis, a biologist-oriented inter-
active web server aiming to help researchers extract biolog-
ical and medical insights from expression profile data. As
shown in Figure 1, ExpressVis tries to solve the above chal-
lenges from the following aspects: (i) It supports the analy-
sis of multiple datasets from microarray, RNA-seq, or mass
spectrometry-based proteomics. (ii) It provides a compre-
hensive set of analysis functions for multi-omics data, in-
cluding differential expression analysis, clustering analysis,
functional enrichment analysis, integration analysis and in-
tegration with PPI networks and pathway maps. Addition-
ally, it provides a survival analysis function for omics-based
cohort studies. These functions are organized into six mod-
ules: DiffExp for differential expression analysis, Cluster-

Exp for clustering analysis, SurvivalExp for survival analy-
sis, KeggExp for integration with the KEGG pathway, PPI-
Exp for integration with PPI networks, and IntegrationExp
for integration analysis for multi-omics data. (iii) It provides
rich interactive operations to help researchers explore their
data easily.

As shown in Figure 2, these interactive operations not
only include basic operations in one interface (e.g. zoom
and drag in figures, and filter and sort in tables), but also
more sophisticated ones that the existing web-based plat-
forms lack, including (i) interactive operations between dif-
ferent interfaces in a module, such as selecting co-expressed
genes in a dendrogram heatmap and displaying these genes
in an interactive table, and clicking a gene in a table and
visualizing this gene’s expression in a box plot; (ii) inter-
active operations between the modules, such as clicking a
pathway in the functional enrichment interface and navi-
gating to KeggExp to visualize this pathway, selecting co-
expressed genes in ClusterExp and navigating to PPIExp to
visualize the PPI network between these genes. With these
interactive functions, even biologists without any program-
ming skills can interact with the maps or figures to conve-
niently derive more biological insights from expression pro-
file data.

To test ExpressVis and show its rich functions, we per-
formed an independent re-analysis of the multi-omics data
from 159 patients with Hepatitis B virus (HBV)-related hep-
atocellular carcinoma (HCC) (14). We were able to reca-
pitulate the original findings and visualize the main re-
sults in this paper only using ExpressVis, demonstrating
its effectiveness in exploring and visualizing multi-omics
data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Implementation

The architecture of ExpressVis is based on the client-server
website design (Figure 3). The backend server focuses on
computation and the front-end client focuses on interac-
tive visualization. The client communicates with the server
using RESTful APIs. The backend server is deployed in
Docker. The Nginx server receives requests from the client
and the requests are sent to the restful APIs. The APIs
are based on Django and the Django REST framework.
The functions of the APIs in Django utilize some third-
party packages, including numpy, pandas, scipy, statsmod-
els, scikit-learn, and lifelines (15). In the functional en-
richment API, P-values are calculated with hypergeomet-
ric distribution. The differential expression analysis API
for microarray data and RNA-seq data, and the survival
API in Django, send requests to the corresponding servers
in the R environment. The R servers are deployed with
Plumber in R, and they perform differential expression
analysis and survival analysis. Differential expression anal-
ysis utilizes several third-party packages, including DE-
Seq2 (16), limma (17) and microarray annotation pack-
ages in Bioconductor. The survival analysis utilizes various
third-party packages, including tidyverse, maxstats (18) and
survival (19).

The front-end client focuses on helping users explore
their data with interactive interfaces. The client was de-
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Figure 1. Workflow of ExpressVis. Input files required in ExpressVis are listed on the top. The brief process inside each module and the connection logic
between modules are shown in grey lines with an arrow. The right and bottom parts show the representative output of each module in accordance with the
color of the module. HC: hierarchical clustering. DE: differential expression.

veloped with Angular 13. To help users explore multiple
datasets and gene lists simultaneously and explore analy-
sis results repeatedly, NgRx is used to manage data sets,
gene lists, and analysis results. The analysis results from
the server and the user’s settings are stored in NgRx and
users can request them to display and visualize. The results
are displayed and visualized with interactive figures and ta-
bles. D3.js is used to visualize the expression box plot, bar
plot, Kaplan–Meier survival curve (KM curve), forest plot,
and heatmap. ECharts is used to visualize a volcano plot.
ng-bootstrap is used to display tables. ExpressVis provides
basic interactive operations inside the plot and table inter-
faces. More importantly, ExpressVis provides rich interac-

tive operations among the interfaces. The operations among
the interfaces are based on the features of Angular and
RxJs.

To make clustering analysis more efficient, WebAssembly
is adopted. K-means and Hierarchical cluster algorithms
are written in C++. The C++ code is compiled to We-
bAssembly, which can be executed in the browser. The C++
code of hierarchical clustering is modified from fastCluster
(20). Detailed information about the third-party tools used
in ExpressVis is listed in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

ExpressVis was tested successfully on several browsers,
including Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge, and Safari
(Supplementary Table S3).
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Figure 2. Three levels of interactive operations of ExpressVis. (A) The interactive operations within a figure, i.e. hover prompt, wheel zoom, editable text,
and the corresponding annotation table for comprehensive and flexible data presentation. (B) The linkage between the table and the figure, i.e. select
genes/proteins in the table for displaying KM-plot or forest survival plot. (C) Interactions among modules: select a cluster of proteins in the expression
pattern of interest (ClusterExp) → KEGG pathway enrichment analysis (Enrichment Analysis) → pathway visualization and highlighting (KeggExp).

Deploy ExpressVis with Docker

ExpressVis is deployed with Docker in our Elastic Com-
pute Service in Alibaba Cloud. The deployment process
contains only a few commands, making it easy for re-
searchers with limited programming skills. To enable users
to use ExpressVis more conveniently, we built a project
containing the Docker-compose file and all the necessary
source codes to deploy ExpressVis. The project is available
on GitHub (https://github.com/OmicsMining/ExpressVis-
docker). Users can deploy it easily by following the readme
file in GitHub. By deploying ExpressVis using docker lo-

cally or in their server, researchers can explore their data
more efficiently.

Data

The database of ExpressVis’s backend server mainly
stores two types of data, i.e. gene/protein annotation
data and Gene Ontology/Pathway annotation data.
The gene/protein annotation data are organized by
gene/protein ID types. NCBI entrez ID-centered and Ref-
seq Protein ID-centered annotation data are downloaded

https://github.com/OmicsMining/ExpressVis-docker
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Figure 3. The architecture and implementation of ExpressVis. The solid lines with an arrow represent requests or responses. The boxes in the back-end
server represent the servers deployed in Docker. The boxes in the front-end client represent separate parts with different responsibilities. DEA, differential
expression analysis; SA, survival analysis.

from NCBI (21). Ensembl Gene-centered annotation data
are downloaded from Ensembl (22). Uniprot Accession-
centered annotation data are downloaded from Uniprot
(23). Microarray annotation data are extracted from
microarray annotation packages in Bioconductor. KEGG
pathway annotation data are downloaded from the KEGG
database (24). Reactome pathway annotation data are
downloaded from the Reactome database (25). GO an-
notation data for NCBI entrez ID are downloaded from
NCBI. GO annotation data for UniProt Accession are
downloaded from UniProt.

Modules

The expression dataset and gene list are two fundamental
data types in ExpressVis. An expression dataset contains
expression values from multi-omics, phenotype data, and
follow-up data. A gene list includes the genes of interest ob-
tained by differential expression analysis, cluster analysis,

survival analysis, or the manually uploaded genes. During
the analysis and exploration process, users can add genes of
interest into the gene list in ExpressVis flexibly according to
their practical needs.

After users import or load one or more datasets, users can
use one module independently or use two or more modules
interactively. Users can download the whole project and up-
load the project later to continue the analysis or share it with
others. The results of each module are displayed as inter-
active tables and figures. All of the maps generated by the
platform can be downloaded for presentation or publica-
tion, and all of the data in the table can be downloaded for
later use. The details of these modules are described below.

Data import: compatibility with multi-omics data in for-
mats easily accessible to biologists. ExpressVis supports
importing local datasets including microarray data, RNA-
seq data, and proteomics data. Importing expression val-
ues only requires files that biologists can access easily (Sup-
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plementary Table S4 and Supplementary Figure S1). For
RNA-seq, the required data are counts and transcripts
per kilobase million (TPM)/reads per kilobase million
(RPKM)/fragments per kilobase million (FPKM) data.
For microarray, the required data are the normalized data
from several representative normalization packages, such
as Affy (26) and Limma (17). For proteomics, the required
data are the quantitative data (without normalization) from
typical quantitative software tools, such as MaxQuant (27),
Proteome Discoverer, Spectronaut and PANDA (28), and
the normalized proteomics data uploaded by users. The in-
terface for preparing the expression dataset provides all the
necessary steps for later exploration, including uploading
expression data, defining groups, and pre-processing data
(such as missing value imputation, data normalization and
batch effect correction). The detailed steps are provided in
the Supplementary Figure S1. Dataset-related phenotype
data and follow-up data are optional. Follow-up data con-
tains patients’ follow-up information and is used in Sur-
vivalExp. Batch effect correction algorithms (29,30) were
implemented in this module.

DiffExp: identifying differentially-expressed genes/proteins.
Differential expression analysis identifies differentially-
expressed genes/proteins between two conditions after
data normalization and batch effect correction. These
genes/proteins can offer biological insights into the pro-
cesses affected by the conditions of interest. Here, we pro-
pose a module named DiffExp to provide complete opera-
tions to explore differential expression analysis. Users can
repeatedly perform these operations to explore the differen-
tial expression analysis results.

As shown in Supplementary Figure S2, DiffExp presents
the differential expression analysis results in a volcano plot
and an interactive table. The volcano plot is displayed on
the left side, and the table is displayed on the right side.
In the volcano plot, upregulated genes/proteins are high-
lighted red, and downregulated ones are highlighted blue.
The volcano plot supports a variety of interactive opera-
tions to enable users to make the plot printable and ex-
plore the plot, including displaying the corresponding data
point information (e.g. ID, Gene Symbol, Fold Change and
P-value) when the mouse hovers over the data point, or
changing plot settings, such as height and width. The ta-
ble displays detailed annotation information of upregulated
or downregulated genes/proteins. In the table, users can
find genes/proteins of interest through filtering operations.
Users can change differential cut-offs, namely the P-value
or adjusted P-value and fold-change, and then the filtered
differential genes/proteins are directly shown in the volcano
plot and table.

Furthermore, DiffExp provides functional enrich-
ment analysis for the upregulated or downregulated
genes/proteins. After the enrichment analysis button is
clicked, the module displays the enrichment analysis results,
the enriched annotation terms and genes in the annotation
terms. The enriched annotation terms are presented with
an interactive table and bar plot. Users can interactively
select annotation items to visualize in the bar plot. The
genes in each annotation term are displayed in the table.

Users can click one term in the table to view the detailed
information of the genes in the term.

DiffExp also provides further operations to explore these
differentially-expressed genes/proteins. Users can navigate
to PPIExp to visualize the PPI network of these genes, nav-
igate to KeggExp to visualize their interested KEGG path-
ways obtained from the genes’ functional enrichment anal-
ysis, and add these genes to gene lists for further analysis
(Figure 2). In all the tables that display genes/proteins’ in-
formation, users can click on a gene to view the gene’s ex-
pression across groups in a boxplot.

ClusterExp: discovering genes with the same expression pat-
terns of interest. Cluster analysis is an essential step in
the analysis of omics data because the genes/proteins in
the same cluster are likely to have similar biological func-
tions. Here, we propose a module named ClusterExp to
help biologists with limited programming skills find co-
expressed genes/proteins with similar expression patterns
conveniently. This module supports two commonly used
clustering methods: hierarchical clustering and k-means
clustering.

As shown in Supplementary Figure S3, users can click the
genes in the root nodes of the dendrogram (for hierarchi-
cal clustering) or select co-expressed genes by clicking the
heatmap (for k-means clustering). Then, they can perform
functional enrichment analysis for the selected genes (the
interfaces and operations for functional enrichment analy-
sis are similar to those in DiffExp). By repeatedly perform-
ing these operations, users can discover genes of interest
with similar expression patterns. Additionally, many visu-
alization techniques are applied to make the maps more in-
teractive so as to help researchers better understand high-
complexity omics data. Users can drag and zoom in on the
map to look for the genes with the expression pattern of in-
terest.

SurvivalExp: survival analysis for omics-based cohort stud-
ies. Omics-based technologies are increasingly being
used in large-scale cohort studies. Survival-associated
genes/proteins have more opportunities to be considered
as potential biomarkers and drug-targets, which help re-
searchers gain insights into a disease and guide treatment
decisions. The SurvivalExp module was designed to identify
the risk and protective factors of concerned genes/proteins
via survival analysis.

As shown in Supplementary Figure S4, users need to
specify the follow-up information columns such as the sur-
vival time, status of the end of the study, and endpoint of
interest in status (such as recurrence or death). Survival-
Exp can perform statistical analysis on two types of data: (i)
for clinical features (e.g. tumor stage and diameter range),
it shows the survival differences between groups in the form
of a KM curve (KMC); (ii) for genes/proteins of interest,
patients are grouped into a high group and a low group ac-
cording to the gene’s expression values by one of the two
methods: (a) directly setting the proportion of low groups
and (b) screening to find the minimum log-rank P-value be-
tween the high group and low group based on the max-
stat test method in the R package ‘coin’. Survival-related
parameters such as the hazard ratio (HR) are calculated,
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Figure 4. HBV-related HCC proteomics data analysis results. (A) Differential expression analysis of tumor (T) versus para-cancer (P) is shown in volcano
plots. Up-regulated genes (ratio > 2, P < 0.01) are shown in red and down-regulated genes (ratio < 0.5, P < 0.01) are shown in green. PYCR2 and ADH1A
have the same expression trends in the original paper. (B) The enrichment analysis bar plots of T versus P using the gene sets related to ‘GO: Biological
Process’. The upregulated gene sets are shown in orange and the downregulated gene sets are shown in grey. (C) The PPI network map of up-regulated
genes of tumor. (D) The pathway map depicts up-regulated genes in p53 signaling pathway. (E) The heatmap generated in ClusterExp. Each row indicates a
protein and each column indicates a tumor sample. (F) Survival analysis based on proteomics subtypes or the expressions of PYCR2 and ADH1A in tumor
samples (N = 159). (G) The integration analysis of multi-omics data (proteomics data and transcriptomics data in this case). The gene-wise correlations
are plotted in a histogram (up). The genes in the user-selected terms are plotted at the bottom. Red color and green color in the figure indicate positive and
negative correlations, respectively. The scatter plot shows the correlation between two genes selected by users.

and the results are displayed in the form of a forest plot and
KMC.

Updates on KeggExp and PPIExp. We developed
KeggExp (31) and PPIExp (32) in our previous works
focusing on integrating expression profile data with
KEGG pathways and the PPI network. With the original
versions of KeggExp and PPIExp, users can visualize a
KEGG pathway and a PPI network, dynamically highlight
differentially-expressed genes or specific genes in a pathway

map or a PPI network map, and visualize the expressions of
genes/proteins of interest with a dendrogram. Herein, we
updated KeggExp and PPIExp on the following features:
(i) If users import multiple datasets, they can visualize the
expression profile of the genes/proteins in the pathway
or the PPI network in multiple datasets. (ii) Users can
visualize a pathway or a PPI network without importing
datasets. They can explore gene lists of interest from other
experiments, such as Chip-seq. They can highlight genes
in the KEGG pathway maps and construct a PPI network
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Table 1. Comparison of ExpressVis with existing web servers. Symbols used for feature evaluations with ‘
√

’ for present, ‘-’ for absent. The URLs for each
tool are given below. PTM means post-translational modification

ExpressVis OmicsAnalyst eVITTA iDEP piNET

Data input
Omics type Multi-omics Multi-omics Transcriptomics

(RNA-seq, micro-array)
Transcriptomics

(RNA-seq)
Proteomics

Multiple datasets analysis
√

-
√

- -
Downloadable projects
(reusable projects)

√
- - - -

Data pre-processing
Missing value filtering

√ √
-

√
-

Missing value imputation
√ √

-
√

-
Normalization

√ √
- - -

Interactive operations
Interaction in figures

√
Only in network

√
Only in network

√
Interaction in tables

√
- - - -

Interaction in each module
√

- - - -
Interaction among modules

√
- - - -

Functions
Differential expression
analysis

√ √ √ √
-

Cluster analysis
√ √ √ √

-
Enrichment analysis

√
-

√ √ √
Pathway mapping

√
- -

√
-

PPI network
√ √

-
√ √

Principal component
analysis

- - -
√

-

Survival analysis
√

- - - -
PTM analysis - - - -

√

•ExpressVis: https://omicsmining.ncpsb.org.cn/ExpressVis
•eVITTA: https://tau.cmmt.ubc.ca/eVITTA/
•OmicsAnalyst: https://www.omicsanalyst.ca/
•iDEP: http://ge-lab.org/idep/
•piNET: http://www.pinet-server.org

(Supplementary Figures S5 and S6). (iii) When users
navigate between different pathways and PPI networks,
the zoom setting of the maps stays the same. This feature
helps users explore multiple pathways and PPI networks
conveniently.

IntegrationExp: integration analysis for multi-omics data.
Two or more omics-based technologies are increasingly be-
ing used to profile gene/protein expressions in the same
set of samples. Integration analysis of multiple-omics data
from the same samples can provide additional biological in-
sights. Here, we present the IntegrationExp module that fa-
cilitates integration analysis of the multi-omics data.

In the panel of ‘Gene-wise correlation analysis’, this mod-
ule firstly calculates the Spearman’s correlation of com-
monly quantified items (genes or proteins) between two se-
lected datasets (i.e. two types of omics data), which will be
displayed as a histogram and a bar plot. In addition, pa-
rameters such as the average Spearman’s correlation coef-
ficient and the proportion of significantly positively corre-
lated genes are shown to assist in understanding the con-
sistency of the two datasets. Then, the gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) algorithm (33) is used to identify the anno-
tation terms whose genes are likely to be correlated between
two types of omics data (such as transcriptomics data and
proteomics data). These enriched terms are shown in an in-
teractive table in descending order based on the normalized
enrichment score by default. The genes in the user-selected
enriched terms can be plotted under the histogram or the

bar plot interactively. Red and green colors in the figure in-
dicate positive and negative correlations, respectively (Sup-
plementary Figure S7A).

In the panel of ‘Correlation analysis for the gene of inter-
est’, we provide another integration analysis function to ex-
plore the correlations between a gene of interest (the target
gene) and all the other genes in different omics data (Supple-
mentary Figure S7B). By setting different correlation cut-
offs, users can easily find which gene is highly correlated
with the gene of interest in one dataset but not in another,
and vice versa. It can help biologists explore the possible
transcriptional and translational regulations using multi-
omics data and extract biological insights conveniently.

Case study: re-analysis of an HBV-related HCC dataset

To test the capacity and performance of ExpressVis for
omics studies of clinical cohorts, we re-analyzed a pub-
lished HBV-related HCC dataset (14), which contains pro-
teomic and transcriptomic expression data of 159 pairs of
tumors (T) and para-cancers (P), along with the corre-
sponding follow-up overall-survival information. The pro-
teomics dataset is from the Supplementary Table S1 of
this paper (14) and the transcriptomics dataset is the
HCC UQ FPKM.tsv file (OED094078) from this paper
(14). We performed differential expression analysis between
T/P groups (up-regulated: ratio > 2, P-value < 0.01, down-
regulated: ratio < 0.5, P-value < 0.01) by DiffExp based
on the proteomics expression data in the original paper

https://omicsmining.ncpsb.org.cn/ExpressVis
https://tau.cmmt.ubc.ca/eVITTA/
https://www.omicsanalyst.ca/
http://ge-lab.org/idep/
http://www.pinet-server.org
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as pre-processed input. In line with the original findings,
PYCR2 and ADH1A belonged to the high-regulated and
low-regulated tumor groups, respectively, despite the differ-
ence in the statistical method (Figure 4A). Enrichment anal-
ysis showed higher DNA replication, RNA processing, and
proliferation, and lower liver physiological functions, such
as the retinol metabolic process, the steroid metabolic pro-
cess, and the bile acid biosynthetic process in HCC (Fig-
ure 4B), which are consistent with the findings of the previ-
ous studies (34,35). The interaction network of genes highly
expressed in tumors is shown in PPIExp, where IGF2BP1
and IGF2BP3 (ratio > 4) are marked by red color (Fig-
ure 4C). We highlighted the genes highly expressed in tu-
mors, i.e. THBS1(TSP1) and RRM2 (p53R2), in the KEGG
p53 signaling pathway by KeggExp (Figure 4D). Represen-
tative proteins exhibited consistent expression patterns in
the heatmap, as in the original paper, when the proteomics
subtype served as sample annotation via ClusterExp (Fig-
ure 4E). Through the SurvivalExp module, we found that
proteomic subtypes are significantly associated with over-
all survival and the stratification of patients for survival
differences, using the median cut-off, was significant for
PYCR2 and ADH1A (Figure 4F). Users can perform in-
tegration analysis of multi-omics data through the Integra-
tionExp module as shown in Figure 4G. These results sug-
gest that ExpressVis is convenient enough to analyze the
omics datasets from a clinical cohort.

DISCUSSION

In summary, ExpressVis was designed to be a biologist-
oriented and efficient analysis and visualization tool for
multi-omics data. Table 1 lists all the major features of
ExpressVis compared with four other similar web servers.
First, ExpressVis supports uploading multiple datasets in
different formats, which can be useful to analyze multi-
omics data at the same time. Second, ExpressVis provides
a comprehensive package of user-friendly interactive op-
erations for interpreting multi-omics big data, which can
be classified into three levels (i.e. interactive operations in
each figure or table, interactive operations within each mod-
ule, and interactive operations among modules). The user-
friendly interactive visualization functions are one of the
most important features in ExpressVis. Third, ExpressVis
provides survival analysis functions for multi-omics data
with follow-up information, which is easy to use for omics-
based cohort studies. Fourth, ExpressVis provides a com-
monly used integration analysis function for multi-omics
data, i.e. performing correlation analysis and identifying
the annotation terms whose genes are likely to be corre-
lated between two types of omics data. However, like all
similar web servers, ExpressVis also has some limitations.
Currently, ExpressVis only supports transcriptomics and
proteomics data, meaning it does not support genomics or
metabolomics data. We will continue to update ExpressVis
to overcome these limitations.
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